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November 2017 

The Microbiology Zone was a themed Zone, jointly funded by the Society for Applied Microbiology and Wellcome. 

Lea is a PhD student researching how soil animals can help us produce environmentally friendly food, Emma is 

studying a particular bacteria that is infecting hospital patients with Cystic Fibrosis and Christopher works for a food 

safety company working to find new ways to treat diseases. Ash is a PhD student looking at the differences between 

the causes of Tuberculosis in humans and cows, Ananthi (the winner in this Zone) is studying alternative treatments 

to replace antibiotics and Aaron is working on ways to produce energy from grass using microorganisms. 

This was a busy Zone, with a higher than average number of questions and Live Chats in comparison to the other 

Zones in November’s I’m a Scientist event. Questions in this Zone were balanced, with an even mix of interest in the 

theme, science in general, careers and the scientists’ personal lives. Lots of students were interested in the theme of 

microbiology with questions about bacteria and antibiotic resistance, as well as the research of the scientists. 

 

 

 

 

School data at a glance 

We want to increase the participation of under-represented groups going into STEM careers. Find out what 

we mean by our Widening Participation (WP) and distant from a major research HEI (D) schools, and how 

you can support us in working with more of these at about.imascientist.org.uk/widening-participation. 
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The Boulevard Academy (WP) Furness Academy (D)

Stranraer Academy (D) Harris Invictus Academy Croydon (WP/D)

Hylands School Swanmead Community School (D)

Lowestoft Sixth Form College (WP) Grace Academy Solihull (WP)

John F Kennedy Catholic School The de Ferrers Academy

New College Nottingham (WP) Westcliff High School for Boys Academy (D)

The Crypt School (WP/D)
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MICRO-
BIOLOGY  

ZONE 

NOV ‘17 
ZONES 

AVERAGE 

IAS 2012-
17 

AVERAGE 

Schools 13 13  10  

Students logged in 534 483  385  

% of students active in 
ASK, CHAT or VOTE 

89% 87% 85% 

Questions asked 773 588  705  

Questions approved 298 273  305  

Answers given 797 569  544  

Comments 40 68  75  

Votes 421 378  302  

Live chats 20 19  16  

Lines of live chat 7,481 7,384  5,394  

Average lines per live 
chat 

374 398  350  

 

PAGE VIEWS 
MICROBIOLOGY 

ZONE 

NOV ‘17 
ZONES 

AVERAGE 

Total zone  29,127   23,372  

ASK page  2,324   1,777  

CHAT page  2,170   1,997  

VOTE page  2,349   1,892  

 

 

 

Key figures from the Microbiology Zone and the averages of the November zones 

Popular topics 

Students in this Zone were interested in different 

diseases and how they can be caused and cured. 

They asked about different bacteria and viruses 

that cause diseases, and what scientists are doing 

to try to find cures. They were aware of the 

misuse of antibiotics and wanted to know how 

long it will be until a super virus might become 

immune to our treatments. 

Ash was asked a lot about his research on 

tuberculosis and how it can be cured, as well as 

more general questions on what it is, whether it is life threatening and how it can be spread. Aaron’s work producing 

energy from grass was also popular. Students asked him about how much energy it’s possible for him to generate 

from grass, whether the energy produced can be stored, the types of grass he uses and whether the bacteria on the 

grass can cause any harm. 

There were questions on the career paths each of the scientists had taken and how they got their current jobs. They 

also asked for advice on becoming better scientists at school and how to pick what they want to do as a job in the 

future. 

Scientist activity 
SCIENTIST 

PROFILE 

VIEWS 
POSITION 

Ananthi 

Ramachandran 

 931  Winner 

Ashley Otter  1,015  2nd 

Aaron Brown  932  3rd 

Christopher 

Richardson 

 871  4th 

Emma Stevenson  907  5th 

Lea Carlesso  1,036  6th 
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Top Keywords of questions approved in the Zone 

Area represents frequency of use 

 

 

 Being a Scientist       Science 

Keywords from live chats in the zone, size of the word represents its popularity 
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Question themes and example questions in the Zone 

Click for links 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Find out about how we’ve coded the questions at about.imascientist.org.uk/2017/student-question-coding 

 

Examples of good engagement 

Students were keen to tell the scientists about their related work in school: 

“We will grow some bacteria in S2” – Student  

 

“Which bacteria are you going to grow?” – Ananthi, scientist  

 

“We grow safe ecoli or yeast fungus” – Student  

 

“I've got some yeast in my cupboard at home for making bread and bao buns :)” – Ash, scientist  

 

“Yes, lots of school labs work with safe strains of e.coli and fungus” –Emma, scientist 

20% 

27% 

30% 

20% 

3% 

Science topics

How science works

Careers and Education

Personal

Event/other

Would you ever leave 
science behind for any 
reason? What reasons if 
so. 
 

Medicine pills that we 
take, isn't natural 
remedies better than 
taking pills? 
 

How does the 
effectiveness of 
methane as a fuel 
in this way 
compare to other 
renewable and 
non-renewable 
sources? Will it 
ever be profitable 
and widespread? 
 

Is there a possibility 
that by discovering 
new viruses we can 
find new cures for 
big diseases? 

 

Can we catch good, healthy viruses 
from other patients in hospital? 

 Do you think you’re going 
to win and if so why? 
 

What is your motivation? 
What if you don't get support 
from other scientists? 
 

How do bacteria 
survive in super hot 
temperatures such as 
hot springs? please talk 
about the membranes 
 

Being female scientists do 
you both get treated 
differently? 
 

Apart from being a 
scientist what other 
jobs are there that 
include science? 
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Students also showed an interest in the scientists’ individual research areas, such as Ash’s work on tuberculosis; 

“What inspired you to study bacteria?” – Student  

 

“I found it incredible that bacteria that are too small to see with our eyes can cause such an effect in us and 

make us ill. So I'm more interested in the pathogens, the ones that make us sick” – Ash, scientist  

 

“How many people are working on the cure for the bacteria?” – Student  

 

“Because I work on tuberculosis, a really nasty disease that infects humans, lots of people are working on it, 

but there are so many things to research!” – Ash, scientist  

 

“Why is the disease so contagious?” – Student 

 

“It grows within our lungs and sometimes stays dormant, where it can be quite fine, but then sometimes if we 

get ill from things like HIV or stressed, the bacteria kind of 'wake up' and infect us. Also spreads by coughing.” 

– Ash, scientist  

 

“Why do not many people know about the disease when it is worse than malaria?” – Student 

 

“Because in countries like the UK and US, the disease is quite rare, it is very common in developing countries.” 

– Ash, scientist 

 

Scientist winner: Ananthi Ramachandran 

 

Ananthi’s plans for the prize money: “I would like to form links between schools and universities 

so either someone from a university can visit a school to give an inspiring talk and demonstrate 

some cool experiments or the students can visit a real life working lab within a university and 

speak to all the scientists and find out what they are doing.” Read Ananthi’s thank you message. 

 

Student winner: osmium456 

 

For great engagement during the event, this student will receive a gift voucher and a certificate. 

 

Feedback  

We’re still collecting feedback from teachers, students and scientists but here are a few of the comments made 

during the event… 

 

 

“The experience was great. Our school has 

specialist and non-specialist staff and pupils 

from age 9 to 12 participating and all pupils 

and staff expressed how engaged the pupils 

were and how their scientific questioning 

improved.” – Teacher 

“It was a very unique experience, being able to 

talk in real-time to students the other side of the 

country!”  – Ashley, scientist 
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